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ABSTRACT 

Microstructured optical fibers provide a unique environment for new compact sensing of gases as they offer advantages 
including long optical pathlengths, strong confinement of high power light and extremely small sample volumes 
compared to free-space gas sensing architectures. Here we investigate the interaction of a modulated magnetic field with 
guided light to detect a paramagnetic active gaseous medium within a hollow-core photonic bandgap fiber (HC-PCF). 
This novel fiber-optic approach to Faraday Rotation Spectroscopy (FRS) demonstrates the detection of molecular oxygen 
at 762.309 nm with nano-liter detection volume. By using a differential detection scheme for improved sensitivity, 
guided-mode FRS spectra were recorded for different coupling conditions of the light (i.e., different light polarization 
angles) and various gas sample pressures. The observed FRS signal amplitudes and shapes are influenced by the 
structural properties of the fiber, and magneto-optical properties of the gas sample including the magnetic circular 
birefringence (MCB) and the magnetic circular dichroism (MCD). A theoretical model has been developed to simulate 
such FRS signals, which are in good agreement with the observed experimental results and provide a first understanding 
of guided-mode FRS signals and dynamics of the magneto-optical effects inside the optical fiber. The results show that 
microstructured optical fibers can offer a unique platform for studies concerning the propagation of light in linearly and 
circularly birefringent media. 

Keywords: photonic bandgap fiber, optical fiber sensor, Faraday rotation spectroscopy, magneto-optical effects, ultra-
low nL detection volume, molecular oxygen 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Highly sensitive and selective detection of gas species is of increasing importance for a broad range of applications such 
as (bio)medical diagnostics, chemical analysis, industrial process control and environmental monitoring. Interestingly, 
microstructured optical fibers (MOFs) provide a unique environment for new compact sensing of gases or miniature 
reference gas cells1. For example, hollow-core photonic bandgap fibers (HC-PCF’s) enable efficient interaction between 
guided-light and the absorbing gas species filled in the fiber airholes as well as strong confinement of high power light. 
In addition, they offer long optical pathlengths since the guided-light can interact with the gas species along the length of 
the fiber. One key advantage is their extremely small (nL) sample volume compared to conventional, free-space gas 
sensing architectures with tens to hundreds of mL sample volume for single- or multi-pass detection. In analytical micro-
devices or for applications with small and limited sample volumes (e.g., biomedical diagnostics on cellular level, etc.) 
this becomes a key consideration when selecting a suitable detection system. For example, cavity ringdown spectroscopy 
(CRDS), as a free-space and highly sensitive detection method, has been successfully transitioned into the optical fiber 
space as fiber-loop ringdown spectroscopy with nL detection volumes2. Due to their small dimensions and mechanical 
flexibility microstructured optical fibers are well suited for sensor miniaturization and applications in confined spaces or 
harsh environments (e.g., high pressure, elevated temperatures or radiation). Moreover, near-infrared MOFs can now be 
integrated via advanced fusion-splicing technology with standard telecom-type optical fiber components, therefore 
offering cost-effective sensing architectures and a feasible route towards distributive sensing schemes. 
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Faraday Rotation Spectroscopy (FRS) is a highly sensitive and selective detection technique for paramagnetic gases or 
free radical species3,4,5. FRS exploits the change in the state of polarization of a linearly polarized laser beam as it 
propagates through a gas cell containing paramagnetic molecules exposed to an external magnetic field. The molecular 
transition of the paramagnetic molecular species undergoes a splitting of its energy levels due to the Zeeman effect. This 
leads to a difference in refractive index for right-handed (RHCP) and left-handed (LHCP) circular polarized light 
components. When the laser frequency is in resonance with the Zeeman-split absorption line magnetic circular 
birefringence (MCB) is observed. As a result the originally linearly polarized laser light, which can be considered as a 
superposition of RHCP and LHCP, experiences a rotation of its plane of polarization when propagating through an 
absorption pathlength inside the magnetic field. By placing a gas cell between two nearly crossed polarizer’s, and 
applying a modulated axial magnetic field, the transmitted light experiences modulated polarization rotation. The 
polarization rotation is then converted by the second polarizer (analyzer) into a modulation of intensity, therefore 
enabling the detection of FRS signals. In addition, any difference in absorption between RHCP and LHCP light 
components in the gaseous medium changes the linear polarized light to elliptical polarized light resulting in magnetic 
circular dichroism (MCD). Every FRS signal is comprised of both MCB and MCD components, their relative strength 
depending on the individual system layout. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 
The experimental work in this publication is an extension of our initially reported work on fiber-optic based Faraday 
Rotation Spectroscopy in a hollow-core photonic bandgap fiber (HC-PCF)6. Again, we have chosen the PP1(1) 16O2 
transition (A-band) at 762.309 nm (13118.04 cm-1)7 to record fiber-optic based FRS signals. This low total angular 
momentum quantum number transition (J = 1) of molecular oxygen offers relatively strong Faraday rotation signals for 
low intensity magnetic fields3. Figure 1 provides a schematic of our HC-PCF based FRS sensor used in this work. 

 
Figure 1. Schematic of the fiber-optic based Faraday rotation spectroscopy (FRS) setup for the detection of molecular 

oxygen (O2) at 762.309 nm. The HC-PCF provided a detection volume of 4.2 nL within the 14.8 cm long air-core 
solenoid for AC-modulated axial magnetic field generation. Balanced photodetectors PD1 and PD2 enable differential 
detection of FRS signals for improved sensitivity. Note: a wavemeter was used to monitor the laser wavelength via a 
1% beam sampler which was placed after the collimator into the free-space laser beam (not shown). 

The ~20 mW continuous-wave laser output from a wavelength-tunable external cavity diode laser (New Focus Velocity 
Series, Model: TLB-6712-P-D) was used to probe the magneto-optical effects inside the HC-PCF. The collimated and 
linearly polarized laser beam with a stable axis of polarization propagated through a Glan-Thompson polarizer 
(extinction ratio: 10-6) for purity of polarization. The laser beam was then passed through a half wave plate to set its 
polarization axis, before being coupled by an aspheric lens (f = 18.4 mm) into the HC-PCF. The 24.6 cm long piece of 
pure-silica HC-PCF (NKT Photonics AIR-6-800, core dia. ~6 μm, attenuation <0.4 dB/m at 700-800 nm, NA: ~0.17 at 
780 nm) provided a 4.2 nL detection volume. The microstructured optical fiber was mounted in a glass capillary tube to 
mechanically isolate the fiber and limit the coupling between its modes. The fiber exhibits two orthogonally oriented 
polarization axes. A polarization extinction ratio of 10-2 was measured if light was coupled to one polarization axis. Both 
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ends of the capillary tube were vacuum sealed using end caps to form the evacuable HC-PCF gas cell. The capillary tube 
with mounted HC-PCF was placed inside a 14.8 cm long air-core solenoid for generating a sine-modulated (AC) axial 
magnetic field of 148 Gaussrms at a resonant frequency of fm = 1.32 kHz. A more detailed description of the HC-PCF gas 
cell assembly, air-core solenoid and its related electronic components, e.g., audio-amplifier etc., can be found in our 
initial publication6. After the laser light passed through the gas-filled hollow-core of the fiber, interacting on its way with 
the gas species and modulated magnetic field, it was coupled out of the HC-PCF and collimated by an identical aspheric 
lens. The laser beam then passed through a 2nd half wave plate which balances the outputs of a Rochon polarizer 
(extinction ratio: 10-5), acting as analyzer. The analyzer splits the laser beam into its two perpendicular polarized beams 
of equal intensity, therefore enabling differential detection of the FRS signal for improved sensitivity8. FRS spectra were 
recorded by scanning the laser wavelength across the targeted O2 transition and demodulating the FRS signal from the 
balanced photodetectors, using a lock-in amplifier at the resonant frequency fm with a time-constant of 100 ms and the 
in-phase component maximized. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
First, the fiber-optic based FRS sensor configuration depicted in Figure 1 was temporarily converted to a free-space FRS 
sensor to validate operation of the FRS detection system. This was achieved by replacing the capillary glass tube 
(mounted HC-PCF inside) with a standard glass tube which provided a 0.98 mL detection volume. In addition the two 
aspheric lenses and 1st half wave plate were removed but all other system components remained unchanged. Due to the 
overall dimensions of the gas cell assembly a glass tube with an inner diameter of 2.9 mm had to be used. This resulted 
in a cut beam profile, a non-perfect alignment of the laser beam transmission through the glass tube and most likely 
reduced the overall sensitivity of the FRS sensor system. Figure 2 depicts a free-space FRS spectrum with a signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) of 1060 and a minimum detectable absorption of 2.0 × 10-7 cm-1 Hz-1/2. 

 
Figure 2. Free-space FRS spectrum for the 762.309 nm A-band transition of pure O2 (gas-sample pressure P = 229.8 Torr, T 

~ 307 K) to test proper operation of FRS detection system. 

The asymmetry in the FRS signal shape indicates elliptically polarized light components most likely associated with 
birefringence of the gas cell windows 3. After this measurement the free-space FRS sensor was converted back to the 
HC-PCF based FRS experimental setup depicted in Figure 1. 

Compared to previously reported free-space FRS system architectures incorporating conventional gas cells, our fiber-
optic based FRS sensor behavior is more complex. The HC-PCF provides several additional degrees of freedom that 
influence the measured FRS signals. First of all, the HC-PCF exhibits residual linear birefringence emerging from 
structural imperfections which is expected to be a few orders of magnitude higher (i.e., 10-7-10-5)9 than the MCB 
originating from magneto-optical effects and calculated for our system to be of order 10-9. In conventional gas cells 
typically only windows introduce residual linear birefringence. However, in our fiber-optic FRS system the situation is 
qualitatively different as the light polarization is not only influenced by the gas cell windows but along the whole optical 
path length when light is transmitted through the HC-PCF. Therefore, the fiber-optic FRS signals are sensitive to the 
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incoming light polarization. Figure 3 shows a series of fiber-optic FRS spectra for different light coupling conditions into 
the HC-PCF. The FRS spectra were recorded using a differential detection scheme for improved sensitivity. 

 
Figure 3. Fiber-optic based FRS spectra for the 762.309 nm transition of pure O2 (gas-sample pressure P = 229.6 Torr, T 

~307 K) at different coupling conditions resulting in a change of signal shape and amplitude:  (a) - (l) rotation of 
polarization axis of incoming light relative to the fiber polarization axes in steps of 4° (note: resolution of rotation stage 
for 1st half wave plate is ± 2°). Dotted (black) traces show measured FRS spectra whereas solid (red) traces show 
corresponding modeling results. 

The FRS spectra depicted in Figure 3 illustrate the effects taking place within the HC-PCF and show the performance of 
the fiber-optic FRS sensor. Figure 3(a) shows a FRS spectrum for light coupled to one of the two fiber polarization 
modes. The signal shape is typical for FRS measurements origination from the magnetic circular birefringence (MCB) 
effect. Figure 3(l) depicts a FRS spectrum with light coupled equally in both fiber polarization modes and shows a 3.3-
fold increase in peak-to-peak signal amplitude and change in its shape which cannot be explained by the MCB effect 
alone. Interestingly, this suggests that the signal itself originates from the MCD effect within the HC-PCF and also 
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explains the change of its shape. By rotating the axis of incoming light relative to the fiber polarization axes (i.e., rotating 
the 1st half wave plate in 4° steps), the series of FRS spectra in Figure 3(a-l) has been recorded. The signal evolution 
shows the changing influence of the MCB and MCD effects, starting with a FRS signal depicted in Figure 3(a) which 
shape and amplitude originates purely from the MCB effect to a FRS signal depicted in Figure 3(l) which shape and 
amplitude depends mostly on the MCD effect. For the FRS spectrum in Figure 3(a) we calculated a SNR of 31 and a 
minimum detectable absorption of 6.88 × 10-6 cm-1 Hz-1/2. In comparison the FRS spectrum in Figure 3(l) shows an 
improved SNR and minimum detectable absorption of 127 and 1.68 × 10-6 cm-1 Hz-1/2, respectively. To test this 
explanation a theoretical model which incorporates dispersion and absorption, linear birefringence of the fiber as well as 
the MCB and MCD effects of the gas has been developed. Figure 3 depicts the recorded FRS spectra in good agreement 
with the corresponding modeling results, therefore supporting the above explanation. 

Another crucial difference between a conventional gas cell and the HC-PCF is the presence of higher-order spatial 
modes. When coupling from free-space to the optical fiber, besides exciting the two orthogonally oriented fundamental 
polarization modes, part of the laser light may also be coupled to other fiber modes. This makes the situation more 
difficult since higher-order modes have usually non-trivial polarizations (i.e., the electric field vector may have different 
directions in every point of the fiber cross-section) and cannot be easily eliminated. However by keeping optimal 
coupling conditions (i.e., in terms of the highest optical transmission through the fiber and a Gaussian-like outgoing laser 
beam shape), the influence of higher-order modes can be significantly limited. For the FRS spectra depicted in Figure 3 
the light coupling into the HC-PCF was optimized, therefore minimizing the influence of higher-order modes. However, 
the recorded FRS signals depicted in Figure 4 illustrate the influence of higher-order modes when changing (i.e., 
optically misaligning) coupling conditions by moving the focal point of the laser beam horizontally across fiber facet 
plane. 

 
Figure 4. Influence of misaligned coupling on fiber-optic based FRS spectra for the 762.309 nm transition of pure O2 (P = 

225.4 Torr, T ~307 K).  (a, c, e) show spectra for light coupled to one fiber polarization mode, whereas (a) shows the 
optimized coupling and (c, e) the misaligned coupling situations.  (b, d, f) depict spectra when light is coupled equally 
to both fiber polarization modes, with (b) showing the optimized coupling and (d, f) the misaligned coupling situations. 

This led to a deterioration of the total power transmission through the HC-PCF and outgoing beam quality. By shifting 
the laser focal point away from the optimal position, the influence of the higher-order modes was increased. 
Measurements were performed for light coupled to one fiber polarization mode as shown in Figure 4(a, c, e) as well as 
when the light was coupled equally to both fiber polarization modes as depicted in Figure 4(b, d, f). When shifting the 
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focal point away from the optimized coupling position as shown in Figure 4(a) and (b), the recorded FRS spectra show 
much smaller SNR’s and signal amplitudes as depicted in Figure 4(c, e) and Figure 4(d, f). We also noticed the raise of 
additional modulations in the FRS signals that may be related to beating between higher-order modes. This shows that in 
fiber-optic based FRS systems, higher-order modes may be one of the most important limitations on the SNR and system 
performance. Therefore, sustaining optimal coupling conditions is crucial. However, this issue may be easily overcome 
by the use of single-mode fibers. Since our developed theoretical model does not include higher-order modes, FRS 
signals for different coupling conditions cannot be simulated. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A guided-mode based Faraday rotation spectroscopy sensing architecture using a HC-PCF with 4.2 nL detection volume 
and a differential detection scheme for improved sensitivity is demonstrated. Measurements of FRS spectra of pure O2 at 
762.309 nm for different coupling conditions demonstrate that the fiber-optic FRS signals are sensitive to the incoming 
light polarization. By changing the polarization axis of the incoming light relative to the fiber polarization axes it was 
shown how the changing MCB and MCD effects influence fiber-optic FRS signal shapes and amplitudes. A guided-
mode FRS spectrum with a maximum SNR of 127 and a minimum detectable absorption of 1.68 × 10-6 cm-1 Hz-1/2 was 
recorded. The FRS spectra are in good agreement with a developed theoretical model and show that it is possible to 
measure MCB and MCD independently. The influence of higher-order modes was investigated and it was shown that 
optimal coupling conditions are essential for good system performance. 
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